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Abstract— OpenFlow, the main protocol for software-defined
networking, requires large-sized rule tables and frequent updat-
ing. For fast packet processing, rule tables are often imple-
mented with ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) in the
OpenFlow. To deal with TCAM power problems, many network
applications employ bloom filters (BFs) to reduce the redundant
operations of table-lookup and for low power consumption.
However, applying traditional BFs to an OpenFlow switch leads
to problems, such as unsupported dynamic update, large space
overhead, and the rule-set expansion of ternary data. In this
paper, we propose a dynamically updatable ternary segmented
aging bloom filter (TSA-BF). The TSA-BF consists of two parts:
a segmented aging BF algorithm (SA-BF) and a ternary prefix-
tagging encoder (TPE). First, in the SA-BF, we develop an auto-
matic update scheme using the mechanisms of content-aging and
buffer-segmenting. The SA-BF ages and deletes its contents auto-
matically, thus eliminating the costly communication overhead
and enabling dynamic updating. It also achieves space efficiency
by the developed partial-deletion mechanism. Second, in the
TPE, we encode ternary prefix-rules into uniquely decodable
binary code words. The TPE prevents the rule-set expansion of
ternary-data in the OpenFlow environment. Simulation results
show that the SA-BF alone can save 37% of space overhead,
compared with state-of-the-art techniques. In an environment
with the ternary prefix-rules, the TSA-BF can save another 93%
of space overhead, compared with the best-performance scheme.
Hence, the proposed TSA-BF is highly suited to the requirements
of emerging high-performance TCAM-based packet processing
in the OpenFlow, which considers dynamic update and power
efficiency.

Index Terms— Bloom filter, packet classification, dynami-
cally updatable, OpenFlow, software-defined networking (SDN),
ternary content addressable memory (TCAM).

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE-DEFINED Networking (SDN) is an emerging
network architecture characterized by frequent updating

and dynamic control [1], [2]. OpenFlow, the most prominent
standardized protocol of SDN [3], features its larger rule
tables. For fast and parallel table-lookup, rule tables are often
implemented with power-hungry Ternary Content-Addressable
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the table-lookup procedure in (a) conventional
OpenFlow switches and (b) advanced OpenFlow switches with BFs.

Memory (TCAM). TCAM consumes around 50 times more
power than conventional RAM [4]. Hence, power con-
sumption is a critical concern for backbone TCAM-based
switches [5]–[8]. However, owing to the frequent updat-
ing feature in current SDN environments, the miss rate of
table-lookup is as high as 25% [9]. This implies that 25% of
table-lookups are redundant, and lead to wastage of power,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The large amount of wasted power
becomes the bottleneck in designing power-efficient backbone
OpenFlow switches [10].

Recently, studies on effective membership-checking mech-
anisms to reduce redundant lookups and unnecessary power
consumption have been widely reported. Bloom Filter (BF)
has proven to be highly efficient in performing membership-
checking in various applications [11]–[14]. BF possesses the
essential characteristic of no false negatives, which ensures the
correctness of functionality. Also, it achieves line-rate speed
by implementation in on-chip memories.

The BFs can detect most of the negative results, and those
detected packets will bypass the redundant lookup to go to
the SDN controller directly, as shown in Fig. 1(b), thus,
saving unnecessary power consumption. However, despite its
potential of saving massive power, there are three major
challenges in applying traditional BFs to an OpenFlow switch:

1) Unsupported dynamic update (update operation):
When updating, traditional BFs require heavy
control and communication with datasets
(TCAM tables) [15], [16]. With the update frequency
of SDN equal to at least 10K entries/s [17], updating
BFs become a bottleneck, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of insertion and query operations in (a) traditional
BFs and (b) the proposed TSA-BF (RE: Rule-set Expansion, E-rule: Expanded
rule).

2) Rule-set expansion of ternary data (insertion opera-
tion): Traditional BFs fully expand each prefix rule to
all possible binary expressions in the insertion operation.
The BFs can quickly be overloaded and become non-
functional owing to the exponential growth of inserted
elements, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

3) Large space overhead: Traditional BFs have poor scal-
ability. With the exponential growth of rules in SDN [9],
traditional BFs easily exceed the space limitation of on-
chip memory.

In related works, Timing BF [18] is proposed to achieve
dynamic updating, but it cannot fit into the on-chip memory
of switches. Aging BFs [19], [20] are space-efficient and
are dynamically updatable. However, they have poor filtering
performance. For rule-set expansion, Parallel BF (PBF) [21]
is proposed, but it requires large space occupation. Distributed
BF (DBF) [10] and CRC scheme [22] are more space-efficient;
however, they suffer from the unstable performance that is
data-dependent. Moreover, Aging BFs and PBF require large
memory accesses in every operation; DBF and CRC scheme
have multi-cycle executions. The execution times of most
related works turn out to be throughput bottlenecks for the
switches.

In this paper, we propose a dynamically updatable Ternary
Segmented Aging BF (TSA-BF) for a low-power OpenFlow
switch. The TSA-BF is composed of two main components:
1) the dynamically updatable algorithm, Segmented Aging
BF (SA-BF), and 2) the ternary-data handler, Ternary Prefix-
tagging Encoder (TPE), as shown in Fig. 2(b). The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) The proposed SA-BF ages and deletes contents auto-
matically, thus eliminating the communication overhead.
We employ the mechanisms of buffer-segmenting and
double-buffering to develop a novel update scheme, the.
It ensures more fine-grained updating and that cold
cache effects do not take place.

2) The proposed TPE encodes ternary prefix-rules into
binary codewords, thus eliminating rule-set expansion.

TABLE I

FREQUENTLY USED NOTATIONS

The designed codewords are uniquely decodable, which
prevents the cooperating BFs from falsely registering the
membership.

3) We combine the SA-BF and the TPE efficiently while
considering physical memory structure. We develop the
TSA-BF to have constant and few memory accesses
in each operation. Compared with the best-performance
scheme, the TSA-BF can save 96% of memory accesses
and 89.5% of space overhead.

Both our theoretical derivations and simulation results show
that the TSA-BF is the most low-cost dynamically updata-
ble BF. They also show that employing the proposed TSA-BF
can reduce the wasted power of an OpenFlow switch by 94%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces the application model and the existing
algorithms of BFs. Section III presents the proposed SA-BF
algorithm and compares the performance of related works.
We illustrate the proposed TPE and compare the performance
of the combined scheme, TSA-BF, with related works in
Section IV. In Section V, we evaluate the reduction of power
consumption. In section VI, we conclude this paper.

II. OPENFLOW SWITCH WITH BFS AND RELATED

WORKS OF UPDATABLE BFS

In this section, as a start, we list some frequently used
notations of this paper in Table I. Then, we illustrate how
an SDN switch can benefit from BFs. Afterward, we review
structures of some typical BFs. Further, we reveal the need of
a BF algorithm with dynamic updatability. Then, we discuss
the state-of-the-art related works and also their limitations and
problems.

A. OpenFlow Switch With BFs

The application model of this paper is a standard OpenFlow
switch [3] with a membership-checking structure. We focus
on two major components: a BF and a power-hungry TCAM
table. The BF filters out the unmatched packets to bypass
the redundant power-hungry lookups and go directly to the
control plane of SDN. The BF ensures the correctness of
functionality with its characteristic of no false negatives. The
false positive rate is often an index of the filtering performance
of BF algorithms. A lower false positive rate indicates a higher
filtering performance, i.e., a higher ratio of saved power.

Nevertheless, traditional BFs have problems related to
unsupported dynamic update and a poor execution scheme for
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Fig. 3. The operations of SBF: (a) Insertion operation and (b) Query
operation.

Fig. 4. The structure of segment-form BF.

ternary data. The scalability issues in both problems lead to a
large space overhead that a switch can quickly fail to support.
With the fast-growing number of rules in SDN, the BFs are
required to be scalable and space-efficient to successfully help
the emerging high-performance OpenFlow switches tackle the
high-power problem.

B. Standard BF and Traditional Updatable BF

Standard BF (SBF) [23] is a space-efficient data structure
for representing the membership of a set of elements with
a bit array B. Array B consists of m-bit, and each bit,
B[0], B[1], . . . , B[m−1], is initialized to 0. SBF can represent
a set E = {e1, e2, . . . , en}, where n is the number of elements
in the dataset (e.g., rule table). Each member ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
is mapped by k different hash functions of the hash set H ,
where H = {h1, h2, . . . , hk}. Each hi points to a bit location
of B. Throughout this paper, we choose the hardware-friendly
hash functions mentioned in [24].

SBF has two major actions: insertion and query. Insertion
starts with a new element e, mapped to k locations on B
by hash function set H . The mapped locations B[h1(e)],
B[h2(e)], . . . , B[hk(e)] are set to 1, as in Fig. 3(a). On the
other hand, the query of an element e is as follows. e is mapped
to B[h1(e)], B[h2(e)], . . . , B[hk(e)] by H . As illustrated
in Fig. 3(b), if all the mapped bits are 1, SBF returns positive
(as e1); otherwise, it returns negative (as e4).

The false positive happens when BF returns positive on an
unknown element ē′. The false positive comes from the fact
that the k pointed locations of ē′ can be set to 1 by any of n
elements in the set E, as e5 in Fig. 3(b). However, there are
no false negatives, owing to the fact that if an element is a
member of set E, all k hashed bits should have been set to 1
by previously inserted elements.

To make a more hardware-friendly design, BF can be
described slightly differently with segment-form [11], [25],
as shown in Fig. 4. The difference is that the BF buffer is
separated into k segments, stored in k different memories,

Fig. 5. The structure and operation of (a) Double Buffering and (b) Two
Active/Multiple Active.

respectively, covered by k hash functions in H . The advantage
is that k hashed locations can be parallel-accessed owing to
the separation of memory. Therefore, BF can have fast queries.
We note the segments as b1, b2, . . . , bk with each containing
m/k bits. As derived in [25], when m � k, which is the
usual constraint in practical usage, the false positive rate of
segment-form BF and SBF can both be formulated as

f =
(
1 − e

−nk
m

)k

. (1)

Hence, when designing hardware structure, we often employ
the segment-form BF for its advantage of parallel-access.

In the dynamic environment such as SDN, an updatable BF
with deletion operation is required. Counting BF (CBF) [26] is
a typical updatable-BF. However, it needs complete informa-
tion of the deleting entry, thus leading to high-cost searching
in off-chip memory and high control and communication
overhead, as discussed in [15] and [16]. They decrease the
throughput of switches.

SBF and segment-form BF are not updatable; CBF is
updatable, but with a high updating overhead. Hence, for appli-
cations that require dynamic updates, the advanced schemes,
automatically updating Aging BFs, are widely discussed.

C. Related Works of Dynamically Updatable BFs

Double Buffering [19] is the most popular Aging BF.
It holds two BF buffers: “active” and “warm-up,” as shown
in Fig. 5(a). The “warm-up”, which has n/2 newest elements,
replaces “active” when updating. (n is the number of elements
in BFs.) It utilizes two buffers to achieve the basic updating
unit (u) of n/2. That is, Double Buffering will update every n/2
insertions. The simplified updating scheme reduces the space
overhead significantly. However, it leads to additional false
positives owing to the larger and coarser updating unit.

For more flexibility on the updating unit, Two Active [20]
is proposed. It has two “active” buffers, as shown in Fig. 5(b)
with p = 2. Two Active also has an updating unit of n/2.
While updating contents, the first buffer pushes all its contents
to the second buffer. Meanwhile, the original contents of the
second buffer are dumped. It has an advantage that it can be
easily extended to Multiple Active, which can achieve finer
updating units.

Concatenated BF [27] is the most fine-grained Multiple
Active schemes, which maximizes the number of “active”
to achieve the finest updating unit of 1. Multiple Active
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Fig. 6. Operations of SA-BF. (a) Query, (b) Insertion, and Update: (c) before update u5, (d) after update u5, (e) before update u6, and (f) after update u6.

requires all buffers to be “active”. Hence, the extreme method,
Concatenated BF, suffers from numerous memory accesses
from multiple queries. They cause high latency and throughput
bottleneck. In addition, Concatenated BF has several-times
more space overhead.

Forgetful BF [28] is the state-of-the-art structure. It has an
adjustable updating unit (adjustable quantities of buffers, p),
which reduces the additional false positives. Forgetful BF also
modifies the query process by the double-checking mechanism
to decrease the false positive rate. With both advantages,
Forgetful BF can achieve the best false positive performance
in limited space. However, it also has problems with a large
number of memory accesses inherited from the structure of
Multiple Active.

In related works, the additional false positives are from
the stale data (out-of-date data) that remained in the buffer.
We categorize their causes into two aspects:

1) Buffer congestion: Stale data set more “1 (set-bit)” in
buffers, thus increasing the false positive rate.

2) Stale-hits: Stale data can be “hit” by the querying
element. The “hit” of a stale datum is a false positive.

Among them, the stale-hit rate is data dependent. It increases
with higher time-locality of data, i.e., the higher similarity
of traffic in a period. Algorithms with finer updating units
can reduce this influence. Hence, with a fixed and large
updating unit, Double Buffering and Two Active suffer from
a large number of stale-hits under data with high time-
locality. (Network traffic often has high time-locality.) With
an adjustable updating unit, Forgetful BF can keep functional
in all cases. As for Concatenated BF, it is not suitable for
switches due to its large overheads of space and memory
accesses. We summarize the comparisons of related works
in Table II. It shows that an algorithm with both few memory
accesses and good filtering performance is still in demand.

III. SEGMENTED AGING BLOOM FILTER ALGORITHM

AND ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we propose a BF algorithm, Segmented
Aging BF (SA-BF), which achieves dynamic update space-
efficiently. We analyze it with both a theoretical derivation
and real-traffic simulation. Then, we compare its performance
with related works.

TABLE II

COMPARISONS OF RELATED WORKS OF DYNAMICALLY UPDATABLE BFS

The SA-BF employs the “active-warmup” structure. It has
one “active buffer (Ba)” and one “warm-up buffer (Bw)”. The
SA-BF constructs both buffers in the segment-form. Assuming
k segments, each segment is noted as ba_i(bw_i) (1 ≤ i ≤ k),
as shown in Fig. 6(a). Briefly, in the query operation, as shown
in Fig. 6(a), it checks “active buffer” about the “all-matched”
conditions, i.e., every segment should have a set-bit of the
query data. In the insertion operation, it inserts set-bits of data
into both “active” and “warm-up buffer”, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

A. Update Operation of SA-BF
A-1. Partial Deletion and Cyclic Update: The update oper-

ation is formed with the cooperation of two mechanisms:
“partial deletion” and “cyclic update”.

a) Partial Deletion: We develop a “partial deletion”
mechanism. In a nutshell, the partial deletion semantically
delete the element from the buffer by resetting only one of the
set-bits of the element. After the resetting, the query on the
element turns out to be negative, owing to its violating the “all-
matched” condition. Consequently, in the segmented structure,
one segment contains one of the set-bits of all elements.
Utilizing this characteristic, we can semantically delete all
the elements by deleting one segment. To partially delete the
SA-BF, we replace the deleted segment with the segment in
the warm-up buffer, which contains only the current set-bits,
maintained by the “cyclic update”.

b) Cyclic Update: The “cyclic update” is based on the
replacement policy of First-In-First-Out (FIFO). Moreover,
the key concept of the cyclic update is the selection of the
deleting elements. In the cyclic update, we can differentiate
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elements via their inserting time with the unit of u elements,
an updating unit. That is, we make groups for every u timing-
consecutive elements and update the elements in a group
together. In each segment, we represent the set-bits of a group
with ui, as shown in Fig. 6(c). Also, we utilize a cyclic-
pointer (pcyclic) to point at the segment that is going to be
updated. The cyclic-pointer moves to the next segment after
each update. It rotates back to the first segment when it is at
the last one. Then, each segment can be pointed and updated
by turns.

Algorithm 1 Update (pcyclic, Ba, Bw)
1: i= segment pointed by pcyclic

2: replace ba_i with bw_i //partial deletion
3: reset bw_i to 0
4: point pcyclic to the next segment; pcyclic rotate to the first

segment if at the last one //cyclic update

Utilizing the above two mechanisms, we construct an update
procedure, Algorithm 1. First, we utilize “partial deletion” to
replace the pointed active segment. Then, we follow “cyclic
update” to rotate pcyclic. The number of divided groups (ui) is
equal to k, according to “cyclic update”. The size of each ui

is equal to an updating unit u. In addition, N is the number of
rules a switch can keep at a time, and N is also the number of
elements BFs are required to hold. Therefore, to prevent false
negative, abiding by the FIFO rule, we should hold the most
recently inserted N elements in the up-to-date SA-BF. Thus,
k groups (ui) need to hold recent N elements, and each holds
N/k of them. Moreover, beside k fresh groups (ui), we use
one additional stale group to collect the stale elements in the
buffer whose validity are superseded by the recently inserted.
Take Fig. 6(c) for example, we have 3 fresh groups (ui), owing
to k = 3. If we need to hold 300 elements (N = 300), each
fresh group ui will holds 100 elements. Besides 3 fresh groups
(u6, u7, u8), there is a stale group (u5). We use a counter,
Ns, to count the number of stale elements in it, or also the
number of new insertions. Whenever Ns reaches an updating
unit u = N/k, i.e., 100, we launch an update to delete the
group as follows.

A-2. Example of Update Operation of SA-BF: As shown
in Fig. 6, before we update u5, the groups of set-bits that meet
the “all-matched” condition are u5, u6, u7, u8. When updating,
we use the “partial deletion” to delete u5, i.e., we replace
the pointed active segment ba_2 with warm-up segment bw_2

and reset the whole bw_2 to 0. Afterward, the “all-matched”
becomes u6, u7, u8 as shown in Fig. 6(d). Likewise, after
another u times of insertions, the oldest group u6 becomes
stale. Also, the set-bits of those inserted u new elements are
noted u9, as shown in Fig. 6(e). Before the update, the “all-
matched” are u6, u7, u8, u9; after the update, they are trimmed
to u7, u8, u9, as shown in Fig. 6(f). Again, the SA-BF keeps
recently inserted three fresh groups after updating.

B. Query and Insertion Operation and the Runtime
Procedure of the SA-BF

The query of the SA-BF is the basic segment-form
query. The incoming packet queries the only active buffer.

For example, when querying e1, we use hash set H to locate
k bits in k segments, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Then, we check
the “all-matched” condition.

The insertion is also in the basic segment-form. We occur
two insertions: one of them is an insertion in the active buffer;
the other is an insertion in the warm-up buffer. For example,
when inserting e2, we use H to set k set-bits to “1”, as shown
in Fig. 6(b). Also, the k set-bits are in the set of the freshest ui.

We summarize the behavior of the SA-BF in Algorithm 2.
As a start, the SA-BF receives a packet e, and the SA-BF ini-
tiates a query. If the query returns positive, the packet passes
the membership-check test and leaves the SA-BF module for
the TCAM lookup-table. If the query returns negative, i.e., e is
not in the SA-BF, the SA-BF will initiate an insertion. Also,
when the counter, Ns, reaches the updating unit u = N/k,
it triggers an update. After the insertion and update, the
SA-BF returns negative, and forward packet e to the control
plane.

Algorithm 2 SA-BF (e, Ba, Bw)
1: if query e in Ba

2: return positive //forward e to TCAM
3: else
4: insert e in Ba and Bw

5: Ns++
6: if Ns == N/k
7: update(pcyclic, Ba, Bw) //Algorithm 1
8: Ns = 0
9: end if
10: return negative //forward e to control plane
11: end if

The advantage of the SA-BF over the other scheme is that
it enables elements in one BF buffer to have different states.

Thus, we do not need to duplicate the whole buffer to
get finer updating unit. The developed scheme enables the
subdivision of the updating unit inside one buffer. It is a more
refined and space-efficient updating.

C. Analysis of the SA-BF and Performance Indices

In the analysis, 1) we derive the theoretical false positive
rate of the SA-BF. 2) We derive the optimal choice of
parameter k under different space-cost. Then, 3) we analyze
the performance indices in algorithms of BFs.

1) Derivation of False Positive Rate: To derive the false
positive rate, we first examine the updating-unit, u. From the
above illustration, we induce u of the SA-BF as

u =
N

p
. (2)

p is the number of groups, which is equal to k in the SA-BF.
In Double Buffering [19], Two Active [20] and Multiple

Active [27], [28], they also operate an update whenever Ns

reaches u. With different settings of p [19], [20], [27], [28],
their u can be expressed as:

u =
N

p − 1
. (3)
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For Double Buffering and Two Active, p is 2. For Multiple
Active, p is adjustable according to the number of its active
buffers. However, (2) and (3) imply that under the same p, u
of the SA-BF can be smaller than u of related works. That is,
the SA-BF always contains fewer stale elements in the same
condition of p.

We derive the false positive rate of the SA-BF in the worst
case as

f =
k∏

i=1

[
1 −

(
1 − k

m

)N(1+ i
k )

]
. (4)

The proof of (4) is as follows.
Proof: W.L.O.G., we record the segments according to

their updating times, from new to old noted as b1, b2, . . . , bk.
The updating unit is N/k. The worst case happens when Ns

reaches N/k. Owing to the remaining set-bits of previously
deleted elements, each segment has different numbers of stale-
bits, noted as Ns_i(1 ≤ i ≤ k), where Ns_1 is the smallest.
From (2) and Algorithm 1, Ns_i can be calculated as

Nsi =
iN

k
. (5)

Then, the total number of set-bits in each segment is expressed
as

Ni = (1 +
i

k
)N. (6)

The hash collision rate of each segment is decided by Ni in
(6) and can be derived as

fbi =

[
1 −

(
1 − k

m

)Ni
]
. (7)

BFs require an “all-matched” condition for a positive response.
Hence, the false positive happens when all fbi are 1. The false
positive rate of the SA-BF can be derived as

fSABF =
k∏

i=1

fbi . (8)

Substituting (7) into (8), we have (4). This completes the proof.
Similarly, we can derive the average false positive rate.

Under the uniform random test pattern and with the same
derivation as (5) to (8), the average false positive rate can
be derived as

fSABFave =
�N

k −1�∑
j=0

[
k

N

k∏
i=1

(
1 − k

m

)N(1+ i−1
k )+j

]
. (9)

2) Derivation of Optimal Number of Hash Functions, k :
After the derivation of false positive rate, we find the optimal
number of hash functions, k, to minimize the false positive rate
under the same space-cost. We derive a closed-form solution
of k. It is expressed as

k = (
2
3

ln 2)
m

N
≈ 0.46

m

N
. (10)

The detailed derivation of (10) is given in Appendix A.
We can employ (10) to quickly set the SA-BF to have opti-

mal performance in different situations. Otherwise, we need to
exhaustively search for the optimal k by long-term inspections

Fig. 7. Optimal k calculated with the closed-form solution and the exhaustive
search method.

in different trials. Fig. 7 shows that the exhaustive-search
values are close to the closed-form solution from (10). Hence,
in practical usage, (10) can be a quick and near-optimal
suggestion in different situations.

3) Performance Indices in BFs: In comparison, to normal-
ize the space occupation under different settings, we define a
space index, load factor as

S =
m

N
. (11)

Here m is the size of BF, and N is the number of rules kept
in BFs. To compare the performance of different algorithms,
we compare their required load factors to reach the same false
positive rate. In the space-constraint applications, we balance
the space-costs with filtering performances. Thus, we set the
required false positive rate as

fq = 0.05. (12)

According to fq, we can define the required space-cost as

Sr = min {S|f (S) < fq} , (13)

which is the minimum load factor to achieve fq · Sr is a
performance index of the space-efficiency of algorithms. The
smaller Sr infers better space-efficiency.

Since we compare all the algorithms of related works with
segment-form, hash functions for different segments can be
parallel-accessed. The number of memory accesses of each
algorithm is mainly different by the number of active queries
in their query operation. Hence, we define the performance
index of memory access (Am) as the number of active queries.
The larger value of Am infers larger execution latency of BFs.

D. Simulation Results and Comparisons With Related Works

Throughout the simulations, we set the size of the rule
table (TCAM) to have 2,000 rules according to the current
commercial TCAM size [9]. We use a period of traffic trace
of 100,000 packets as test patterns. We simulate the SA-
BF and related works under the real-traced test patterns.
We use datasets of CAIDA OC48 [38] traces, which are
backbone traffic, recorded on OC48 links. In addition, CAIDA
2015 [39] and 2016 [40] traffic traces from CAIDA’s equinix-
chicago monitors on high-speed Internet backbone links are
included as test patterns. We simulate the SA-BF according
to Algorithm 1 and related works: Double Buffering [19],
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Fig. 8. False positive rates under (a) test pattern trace1 and (b) test pattern trace2.

TABLE III

COMPARISONS OF REQUIRED SPACE-COST

Two Active [20], and Forgetful BF [28]. We exclude the
comparisons of Concatenated BF [27], which is with much
larger space overhead and memory accesses than other related
works.

The results of simulations under the real test patterns,
trace1 and trace2, are shown in Fig. 8. We observe the range
of the required false positive rate. In Fig. 8, all works have
different degrees of saturation, which are caused by the stale-
hit effects. The numbers of stale-hits are decided by both the
updating units of algorithms and the time-localities of test
patterns. Trace2 has a higher time locality than trace1; hence,
the saturation effect in Fig. 8(b) is more critical. More results
of different test patterns are recorded in Table III. It shows
that with fixed and large updating unit, Double Buffering and
Two Active can never reach the required false positive rate
of 0.05 in some cases, which are owing to the saturation.
On the other hand, with adjustable updating unit, Forgetful BF
always works and has low average space-cost Sr = 13.50.
However, the SA-BF outperforms all related works with its
average space-cost Sr = 8.46. The SA-BF requires 37% less
space-cost than the state-of-the-art, Forgetful BF.

Memory accesses (Am) are another performance index.
We record Am of each algorithm in Table IV. Double buffering
and Two Active have fixed values of Am. Meanwhile, the Am

values of the SA-BF and Forgetful BF are recorded under their
required space-costs in the simulations. It shows that state-of-
the-art Forgetful BF requires 5 times more memory accesses
than the SA-BF. That is, Forgetful BF will suffer from as much
as 5 times more latency, owing to the limitation of memory
throughput. It can turn out to be throughput bottleneck of high-
speed switches. To sum up, the proposed SA-BF has the best

TABLE IV

COMPARISONS OF MEMORY ACCESSES

Fig. 9. Validation of the experiment of the SA-BF with the derived theoretical
value.

space-efficiency while keeping few memory accesses and thus
preserving high throughput of switches.

E. Validation of Simulation With Theoretical Derivations

In addition to Algorithm 1, we have also derived the
formulas of theoretical false positive values under the
assumption of uniform random test patterns, expressed as
in (4) and (9). Hence, to validate the simulation, we test the
SA-BF under uniform random input patterns. We compare it
with the theoretical average false positive rate from (9).

Because of the zero time-locality in the uniform random
input pattern, the false positive rate will not be affected by the
stale-hit effect, as shown by the curve SA -BF experiment
in Fig. 9. The curve SA-BF experiment matches with the
curve SA-BF theory, described by (9). which validates the
simulations.

The SA-BF achieves fine-grained updating by the novel
“partial deletion” mechanism. It outperforms other dynami-
cally updatable related works, and we validate it with the
derived theoretical formula. The SA-BF is both space-efficient
and dynamically updatable and is thus very suitable for
switches in a frequently updating environment such as SDN.
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Fig. 10. Problem of rule-set expansion on prefix rules.

IV. TERNARY PREFIX-TAGGING ENCODER AND TERNARY

SEGMENTED AGING BF

We have discussed BFs on the algorithm level that concern
regular binary data in Section III. For a BF to practice
in an OpenFlow switch, handling ternary data is another
critical problem. Hence, in this section, we solve the problem
of ternary data for BF. We show the challenge of related
works in OpenFlow switches. Then, we propose a ternary-
data preprocessor, Ternary Prefix-tagging Encoder (TPE) with
full analysis. By combining the TPE and SA-BF, we develop
the Ternary SA-BF (TSA-BF), which works efficiently under
both binary and ternary data. We analyze the performance of
the TSA-BF and compare it with related works.

In OpenFlow, prefix tables are the most widely used rule
tables, including tables of source/destination of IPV4 and
source/destination of IPV6. Recently, it has been reported
that their sizes grow exponentially [29]. Hence, the BFs in
OpenFlow switches are required to handle increasing number
of ternary rules. However, for ternary data, the conventional
mechanism of BFs, the rule-set expansion [30], has poor
scalability. One ternary rule can trigger 2L times of insertions
in BFs. (L is the length of the mask length of the input rule.)
With limited on-chip space, the BFs are overloaded quickly,
as shown in Fig. 10. Hence, with the conventional method,
BFs fail to function properly in OpenFlow switches. To deal
with the challenge of scalability, studies on efficient ternary-
data handling in BFs are widely discussed.

A. Review of Related Works

Parallel BF (PBF) [21] applies an architecture of paral-
lel buffers of BFs. It utilizes the fact that prefix rules are
combinations of explicit values and masks. They classify
rules with their mask lengths and insert them respectively
into different BF buffers. However, PBF can have high false
positive rates if rules are intensively distributed in certain BF
buffers.

Distributed BF (DBF) [10] is developed to tackle the load-
balancing problem of PBF. To distinguish different mask
lengths, DBF linearly searches all possibilities in one logical
BF buffer. It inserts the prefixes of rules directly into the
buffer. However, this simple insertion scheme leads to a higher
collision rate owing to the similarity of each prefix, and we
note this kind of collision as element collision.

Priya et al. use a CRC prefix encoding method [22]
to encode ternary rules into fixed-length codewords. This
CRC scheme requires multi-cycle encoding. However, their
scrambled codewords are not uniquely decodable, which can
increase the false positive rate. This kind of collision is also
classified as element collision.

TABLE V

COMPARISONS OF RELATED WORKS OF TERNARY EXECUTION SCHEMES

Fig. 11. Structure and example of the TPE.

The major problem of PBF is low space-efficiency. It also
suffers from large memory accesses from parallel buffers. DBF
and CRC scheme is more space-efficient; however, they suffer
from the latencies of multi-cycle executions. Furthermore, they
cannot be functional in all cases that are affected by element
collisions. The comparisons are summarized in Table V.

B. Proposed Ternary Prefix-Tagging Encoder and its
One-Memory-Access Scheme

We propose a Ternary Prefix-tagging Encoder (TPE) and
construct two preprocessors with it. Rule preprocessor is for
the insertion operation of the cooperating BFs and packet
preprocessor is for the query operation. Then, we develop a
one-memory-access scheme for the cooperating BFs.

In TPE, we utilize the characteristic of prefix data to encode
them into uniquely decodable codewords. We illustrate the
TPE with examples in Fig. 11. We assume that the input rule
of the TPE is 11∗∗∗∗ when the TPE is as a rule preprocessor.
First, we extract the prefix 11, and the mask length 4. Second,
we set the last 4 bits of the codeword with 1000 to tag the
mask length. Lastly, we tag the MSB as 1 to show that it is
a prefix rule. (0 is for exact-matched rules.) Likewise, when
the TPE serves as a block in packet preprocessor, we assume
that the input packet is 111100, and the mask length given
by packet preprocessor is 4. The encoding procedures are all
the same. We acquire 111000, the same codeword as the one
for 11∗∗∗∗ rule, which ensures that the queries of packets can
respond correctly to the inserted rules. More examples of the
TPE are listed in Table VI.

The codewords that are non-uniquely decodable will cause
element collisions and falsely registering the membership,
i.e., they cause additional false positives. Hence, the uniquely
decodable codewords are crucial for the performance of
membership-checking. It ensures lower false positive rate.
We show that the codewords of the TPE are uniquely decod-
able in Appendix B.
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TABLE VI

EXAMPLES OF CODEWORDS OF THE TPE

The pseudo code of the TPE is shown in Algorithm 3.
The steps are summarized as follows. First, we initialize a
codeword (Y1×(L+1), L is the length of the field) to 0. Second,
we extract the prefix of the input B1×L and assign them to the
corresponding bit-position of the codeword (YL−1:w), where
w is the mask length received from the input. Third, we set
Yw−1 to 1 as a mark of the input mask. Then, we tag the MSB
of the codeword (YL) about the information as to whether it
is a prefix rule or an exact-matched rule.

Algorithm 3 TPE : Y = TPE (B1×L, w)
1: Initialize YL:0 = 0
2: YL−1:w = BL−1:w //Extract the prefix of B
3: Yw−1 = 1 //Set the mask length mark bit
//Check whether an exact-matched rule or prefix rule
4: if w == 0
5: YL = 0 //Tag exact-matched rule with 0
6: else
7: YL = 1 //Tag prefix rule with 1
8: end if

Algorithm 4 Rule preprocessor: I = R_Preproc(R1×L)
1: w = the mask length of R1×L

2: Initialize BL−1:0 = 0
3: BL−1:w = RL−1:w

4: I = TPE(B, w)

B-1. Rule/Packet Preprocessors: The details of rule pre-
processor are illustrated in Algorithm 4 and Fig. 12(a). When
a rule is ready for insertion, we extract the information of mask
length from it. Then, we prepare the explicit input value B1×L

and the mask length of the inserting rule. The rule preproces-
sor launches its TPE structure to generate a binary codeword.
Then, we insert the codeword in the cooperating BFs.

In the construction of packet preprocessor, we include a
Prefix Predict buffer (PP buffer) to make a preliminary lookup
of possible prefix-lengths [31]. Because the PP buffer only
stores approximate memberships, it has little space-overhead.
Specifically, we utilize the network characteristic that prefix
rules have prefix lengths mostly varying from 8 to 32 for
IPV4 and from 16 to 64 for IPV6 [3], [10], [32]. Therefore,
for example, IPV4, we use the non-masked first 8 prefix
bits as a hashing index to locate a 24-bits wide word in
PP buffer. Then, we tag a bit in the word to indicate which
one of the 24 mask lengths the inserting rule is. After that,
an approximate membership is tagged. (If the system meets
the few cases that the first 8 bits are masked, we simply
treat them as those of prefix length 8.) Also, because PP
buffer is a SA-BF based structure, it is dynamically updatable
and able to cooperate with the other SA-BF based module.

Fig. 12. Structure and example of (a) Rule preprocessor and (b) Packet
preprocessor.

Algorithm 5 Packet preprocessor: Q = P_Preproc (P1×L)
1: v1×(L+1) = PP buffer (P )
2: for i = 0 to L
3: if v(i) == 1
4: Qi = TPE (P , i)
5: end if
6: end for

Then, a preliminary-lookup module in packet preprocessor,
PP buffer, is constructed space-efficiently.

As shown in Fig. 14(b), packet preprocessor has paral-
lel TPEs for parallel execution on different prefix lengths.
As depicted in Algorithm 5, packet preprocessor asks the
PP buffer and acquires a group of possible prefix lengths.
It launches the encoding procedure in the corresponding TPEs.
They generate one or multiple candidates of codewords for
querying in the cooperating BFs.

B-2. One-memory-accessed Query: We develop a one-
memory-access scheme, for the one-memory-accessed query.
When querying, no matter how many candidates the packet
initiate, the cooperating BFs only need to access one word
per segment. Thus, the execution time is a small constant.
We achieve this scheme by considering the memory allocation
and developing the new procedures of insertion and query
operation.

We reallocate the memory to have l-bit word length. It can
be 32-bit, 64-bit, or their multiples by combinations of mem-
ory blocks. For example, the 192-bit word length can be
formulated by three 64-bit memory blocks. Hence, d′ =

⌊
m
kl

⌋
is the depth of each segment, as shown in Fig. 13(a).

The one-memory-access scheme requires the insertion and
query operations to locate their set-bits with two sets of hash
functions: 1) hash set H for locating the accessed word and
2) hash function g for locating the set-bit. The detail proce-
dures are demonstrated below.

C. Procedure of One-Memory-Accessed Ternary SA-BF

For the goal of both dynamically updatable and ternary
executable BF, we utilize the SA-BF algorithm and modify
its insertion and query operations with the procedure of
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Fig. 13. The one-memory-access structure and its (a) Insertion, and
(b) Query operation.

Fig. 14. The structure of TSA-BF.

one-memory-access scheme. Also, we utilize the TPE-based
rule and packet preprocessors to deal with ternary rules.
The complete structure, Ternary SA-BF (TSA-BF), is shown
in Fig. 14. We demonstrate the procedure of operations of the
one-memory-access scheme by steps along with an example
as follows.

1) Insertion of One-Memory-Accessed TSA-BF:
a) Receives rule: TSA-BF receives a ternary rules

10 . . . 1 11∗∗∗∗, where 10 . . . 1 indicates the non-masked prefix
bits of the inserting rule such as the first 8 bits for IPV4,
as shown in Fig. 14.

b) Preprocess rule: Rule preprocessor translates it into
codeword 110 . . . 1111000.

c) Forward codeword to SA-BF : The cooperating BF,
2-segment SA-BF in the example, which is formulated with the
one-memory-access scheme, receives the codeword, as shown
in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 14.

d) Locate hashed words: Hash h1, h2 use the non-
masked prefix bits 10 . . . 1 as input to locate the accessed word.

e) Insert hashed bits: The system accesses one word
per segment, and hash g use the codeword 110 . . . 1111000
as input to locate the accessed bit and set it to “1” in each
accessed word.

After the k set-bits are set, the insertion operation finishes.
2) Query of One-memory-accessed TSA-BF:

a) Receive packet: TSA-BF receives a binary packet
header 10 . . . 1111100 where 10 . . . 1 indicates the non-masked
prefix bits, as shown in Fig. 14.

b) Preprocess packet: Packet preprocessor generates pos-
sible combinations of codewords. For example, it generates
two codewords: 110 . . . 1111000 and 110 . . . 1111000.

c) Forward codewords to SA-BF: The one-memory-
accessed SA-BF receives the two codewords, as shown
in Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 14.

d) Locate hashed words: The two generated codewords
from the same packet always have the same non-masked prefix
bits 10 . . . 1. Hash h1, h2 use it as input to locate the accessed
word.

e) Query hashed bits: The system accesses one word per
segment. In each accessed word, we use two hash g, taking
the two codewords as inputs, to locate each of their accessed
bits. If the accessed bits of a codeword is “all-matched”, (all
“1”,) it returns positive such as the query of 110 . . . 1111000 in
the example. If no queries of codewords satisfy “all-matched”,
the TSA-BF returns negative.

According to the positive or negative return, we forward the
packet to the TCAM lookup-table or the control plane.

3) Update of One-Memory-Accessed TSA-BF: The update
operation follows Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.

a) Check update condition : When the counter, Ns,
reaches the updating unit, u, it launches an update.

b) Launch update algorithm : We replace the
pointed active segment with the warm-up segment, and reset
the warm-up one, as detailed in Section III.

Then, the one-memory-accessed SA-BF continues to deal
with rule insertions and packet queries.

D. Analysis of False Positive Rate of the TSA-BF

We derive the false positive rate of the TSA-BF (fTSABF ).
Assume that the SA-BF has l-bit word length. First,
we examine the false positive rate of each segment f ′

bi
.

From (6) and (7), f ′
bi

can be derived as

f ′
bi

(x) = 1 − (1 − 1
l
)x(1+ i

k ), (14)

where x is the number of elements stored in the same word by
previous insertions. In the theoretical induction, we assume x
follows the binomial distribution, and f ′

bi
can be calculated as

f ′
bi

=
N∑

x=0

(CN
x (

1
d′

)x(1 − 1
d′

)N−x(1 − (1 − 1
l
)x(1+ i

k ))).

(15)

d′ =
⌊

m
kl

⌋
is the depth of the memory of each segment. The

TSA-BF gives a false positive only if all segments encounter
false positives simultaneously. Hence, it is calculated as

f ′ =
k∏

i=1

(f ′
bi

). (16)

There is a chance that we need to have multiple queries in one
accessed word. Hence, the false positive rate is derived as

fTSABF = 1 − (1 − f ′)Wn , (17)

where Wn is the number of candidates of codewords from
packet preprocessor.

E. Simulation Results of Proposed TSA-BF and Comparisons
With Related Works

In this section, to experiment on prefix rules, we use
ClassBench [33] to generate rule patterns. ClassBench uses
real data center traffic as the database to generate synthetic rule
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Fig. 15. False positive rates under (a) test pattern acl1 and (b) test pattern acl5.

policy. It is widely used as a benchmark of applications on rule
tables. We use the same setting as in Section III. We assume
2,000 rules in the dataset (TCAM) and use 100,000 traffics for
testing. The difference is that we use ternary data, prefix rules.
We formulate the memory with the word length of 512-bit in
the simulation.

We examine 12 different traffic patterns according to dif-
ferent applications generated by ClassBench. Prefix rules
ofIPV4 are applied. We compare the TSA-BF with three
popular related works. For fairness of comparison, we employ
the same BF algorithm, SA-BF, and use different prefix
execution structures: the proposed TPE in the TSA-BF, CRC
scheme, DBF, and PBF. In addition, in the calculation of space,
the space overhead of PP buffer is included in the space-cost
of the TSA-BF.

The false positive rate of the experiment with the test pattern
acl1 is shown in Fig. 15(a). PBF suffers from high space
occupation of its parallel buffers. DBF achieves better false
positive performance with the linear search overhead. CRC
scheme shows good performance, which is improved by its
encoding method. With efficient codewords, the curve of the
proposed TSA-BF is always below the curves of other related
works. It has the lowest false positive rate in any space-costs.

The element collisions are significant when they become
stale-hits. The stale-hit is a traffic dependent source of false
positive. The test pattern acl5 has a higher time-locality, thus
leading to a higher stale-hit rate, as shown in Fig. 15(b).
The false positive performances of DBF and CRC scheme are
dominated by stale-hit effects. They are caused by the depen-
dency of prefix rules and the collided codewords, respectively.
Their false positive rates are saturated above the qualified
false positive rate. On the contrary, no element collisions of
ternary schemes are ensured by PBF and the TSA-BF. PBF
uses a unique buffer for each mask length. The TSA-BF holds
uniquely decodable codewords to differentiate each prefix rule.

From the average performance of all cases, as shown
in Table VII, PBF has the average Sr = 145.8. The average
Sr of DBF is 19.0, and Sr of CRC is 19.4 if we exclude
the cases that DBF and CRC scheme cannot handle. However,
that they are not functional in all cases is the biggest problem.
The TSA-BF has an average Sr of 16.8, which is the best in
related works.

The number of memory access (Am) of DBF, CRC scheme,
and PBF are all Am = 25 owing to the number of possible
mask lengths [32]. The latencies of DBF and CRC scheme
are long and inconstant owing to their multi-cycle executions.
The worst case can be 25 serial memory accesses. On the

TABLE VII

COMPARISONS OF REQUIRED SPACE-COST

contrary, PBF executes them in parallel, but the large memory
accesses can still be bottlenecked by the throughput of on-chip
memories. Meanwhile, the TSA-BF is functional in all cases
and executes in constant time with its one-word access scheme
(Am = 1).

To sum up, DBF and CRC scheme have problems of
unstable performance and several times more latencies that
can affect the throughput rate. PBF performs the best among
related works for its stable performance. However, PBF
requires large space and a large number of memory accesses.
Compared with the most stable PBF, the TSA-BF reduces
space occupation by 89.5% and memory accesses by 96%
while still showing a stable performance. This indicates that
the TSA-BF is the most suitable BF scheme for OpenFlow
switches in dynamic SDN.

V. EVALUATIONS OF OVERHEAD AND POWER REDUCTION

A. Evaluation of Overhead of TSA-BF and the
State-of-the-Art

In this section, we evaluate and compare the timing com-
plexity. The BF is a data structure that requires memory
accesses. The execution time of BF is mostly dominated by the
memory-accessing time of SRAM. Moreover, many hardware-
friendly hash functions [24] are available to be used and
pipelined in the system, which leads to smaller computing
time. As for the TSA-BF, the additional computing time from
its TPE is small. It contains only simple logic of copying the
bits. The execution time of the TSA-BF can still be dominated
by the memory-accessing time, and we evaluate it as follows.
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TABLE VIII

SUMMARY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART SCHEMES OF BLOOM FILTER

Concerning the time-complexity, we calculate the execution
time of the TSA-BF, including the time of TPE. Because
the TSA-BF module uses one cycle in the pipelined system
of a switch, to keep the original cycle period, we check
whether the TSA-BF can execute within the original cycle
time. Thus, if the time of the TSA-BF can pass the above
timing requirement, the TSA-BF increases the latency of the
pipelined system by one additional cycle but does not decrease
the throughput of it.

We examine the qualification of timing requirement of the
TSA-BF and also the state-of-the-art works via the following
evaluation. To complete the comparisons, we also enhance the-
state-of-the-arts with the proposed TPE or SA-BF. We set the
system to have the same limited resources of on-chip memory
space for a 2000 rule-set, 32K-bit in the evaluation. The
execution time of on-chip SRAM is calculated as 2.3 ns [34],
and parallel memory accesses are executed in these small on-
chip SRAM (on-chip BRAM) [34]. The TCAM search time is
5 ns [35]. Also, we use 12 sets of ClassBench as test patterns.

Because the original cycle time of a switch system is mostly
dominated by the TCAM search time, we set the original
cycle time as 5 ns in the evaluation. Thus, to meet timing
requirement, the latency of all operations of the BFs modules
should be less than 5 ns. Table VIII shows the results. CBF
lacks the dynamically updatability, and each update of one
expanded rule has high latency. Furthermore, both CBF and
Forgetful BF suffer from rule-set expansion, thus having large
update and insertion time. However, even though PBF can
solve rule-set expansion, it lacks the dynamically updatable
scheme. On the other hand, the two enhanced schemes and the
TSA-BF satisfy the timing requirement, i.e., latency <5 ns.

Hence, applying these three schemes to the system will not
decrease the throughput of a switch, which is the most impor-
tant factor. They only require one additional system cycle and
the usage of reasonable little on-chip memory space.

B. Analysis of Power Reduction

Following, we analyze the power reduction of the lookup
procedure after applying the above three qualified BFs
modules to an OpenFlow switch. We employ the popular
CACTI [36] power model to evaluate the power consumption
of on-chip memory. In addition, we employ the widely used
TCAM power model by [37] to evaluate the power consump-
tion of TCAM.

We calculate the average wasted power consumption
per search in the original table lookup as

PO = PTCAM , (18)

where PTCAM is the power consumption of TCAM. More-
over, the average wasted power consumption per search in the
developed table lookup with BFs modules are calculated as

PS = PBFs + f × PTCAM . (19)

PBFs is the power consumption of the evaluated BFs struc-
tures, and f is the false positive rate of the BFs algorithms as
recorded in Table VIII. While the wasted power consumption
in the original table-lookup is 234.0 (pJ), the ones with the
help of the enhanced Forgetful BF and PBF can reduce to
132.7 (pJ) and 142.1 (pJ), as shown in Table VIII. However,
the TSA-BF further reduces it to 13.4 (pJ), which is 9.9 and
10.6 times smaller than the enhanced Forgetful BF and PBF.
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The TSA-BF achieves the best power-reduction ratio. The
TSA-BF saves as much as 94% of wasted power in the power-
hungry table-look of an OpenFlow switch.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a BF algorithm and architecture
that is dynamically updatable, and that can execute under both
binary and ternary data. The proposed TSA-BF outperforms
other related works regarding space-cost and latency. The
TSA-BF require 93% less space-cost and 96% fewer memory
accesses while maintaining a stable performance. The TSA-
BF is highly suitable for the low-power design of OpenFlow
switches in SDN that requires large-sized rule tables and
frequent updating.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF OPTIMAL K OF THE SA-BF

When m � k, (7) can be simplified as

f ≈
k∏

i=1

1 − (e
−k
m )N(1+ i

k ). (20)

We set t = e
−k
m , and f can be expressed as

f = (1 − tN(1+ 1
k ))(1 − tN(1+ 2

k ))

× (1 − tN(1+ 3
k )) . . . (1 − tN(1+ k

k )). (21)

We reorder each term in (21). f can be approximated as

f ≈
[
(1 − tN(1+ 1

k ))(1 − tN(2− 1
k ))

]

×
[
(1 − tN(1+ 2

k ))(1 − tN(2− 2
k ))

]
. . .

×
[
(1 − tN(1+ k/2

k ))(1 − tN(2− k/2
k ))

]
. (22)

(22) can be reformulated as

f ≈
k
2∏

i=1

[
1 − tN (t

Ni
k )(

tN

t
Ni
k

) + t3N

]
. (23)

(23) can be simplified with an error term (err), and it is
calculated as

f ≈
k
2∏

i=1

[
1 − tN (2t

N
2 ) + t3N + err

]
. (24)

In BF application, t is close to 1. Hence, err is close to 0.
It is calculated as

f ≈
k
2∏

i=1

(1 − t
3N
2 )2 = (1 − t

3N
2 )k. (25)

Then, (25) can be expressed as

f = ek ln(1−t
3N
2 ). (26)

Calculating the minimum point of (26) is equivalent to calcu-
lating the minimum point at

g = k ln(1 − t
3N
2 ). (27)

Fig. 16. Codewords representation of the TPE.

We set p = t
3N
2 , and it becomes

g =
2m

3N
ln(p) ln(1 − p). (28)

The minimum of g is at p = 1
2 , and k can be derived as

k = (
2
3

ln 2)
m

N
≈ 0.46

m

N
. (10)

This completes the proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF UNIQUELY DECODABLE CODEWORDS

OF THE TPE

We assume that the encoding rules are L-bit wide, and
we list all the possible mask lengths of these rules and their
corresponding codewords in Fig. 16. Also, the underlined bits
are the non-masked prefix bits of those rules. Further, based
on Algorithm 2, the codewords are L+1 bits.

1) The codewords of mask length 0(ML0) are unique.
The added tagging bit differentiate ML0 from codewords of
other mask types. Whatever the prefix bits are, the first tagging
bit, “0”, can promise the uniqueness of ML0.

2) The codewords of masked rules (ML1, . . . , MLL)
are unique. ML1, . . . , MLL are differentiated by the last few
tagging bits. ML1 has the last tagging bits as “1”; ML2 has
those as “10”. Therefore, whatever the prefix bits they acquire,
ML2 can be distinguished from ML1 via the last tagging bits.
Thus, all members in ML1, ML2 are unique. Additionally,
assuming all members in ML1, . . . , MLk are unique. MLk+1

has the last tagging bits as “1” followed by k times “0”, and
thus can be distinguished from ML1, . . . , MLk via the last k
bits. Then, all members in ML1, . . . , MLk+1 are unique. Via
induction, ML1, . . . , MLL are unique.
Thus, all possible codewords, ML0, ML1, . . . , MLL, are
unique.
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